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AFA-AQUACULTURE GRADE 10 TEACHING GUIDE K-12 Basic Education Curriculum TRAINING REGULATION-BASED TECHNOLOGY and LIVELIHOOD EDUCATION AQUACULTURE (Specialization)



Third Quarter Grade Level Standard: This is a specialization course which leads to Aquaculture NC II (Training Regulation-based). It covers the Grade 10 Technology and Livelihood Education (TLE) students that need to possess namely: (1) Develop Personal Entrepreneurial Competencies (PEC’s) across market and environment, (2) prepare the layout plan of aquaculture facilities such as fishpond, fish tank, fish cage, and fish pen, (3) evaluate suitable site for aquaculture facilities, and (4) construct aquaculture facilities. MODULE 5. HATCHERY TANKS Lesson 1. Design a Tank for Culturing Fish LEARNING COMPETENCIES CONTENT STANDARD 1. Select the area and depth The learner demonstrates understanding of tank conforming to of the underlying concepts in drawing available site and the layout plan of hatchery tanks. determine the species of fish to be cultured based on specifications. 2. Determine the number and PERFORMANCE STANDARD size of compartments based on the area of the The learner demonstrates understanding land. of the underlying concepts in evaluating 3. Determine the materials to suitable site for hatchery tanks. be used based on the capitalization. 4. Emphasize the marks for life support on tank design. 5. Stipulate other life supports in the layout and plan.
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Third Quarter Introduction The lesson deals with designing and lay outing of tanks. This includes the area and depth of a tank, site selection, number and size of compartments, the materials to be used, and the life support units for the fish in the tank system Learning Objectives At the end of the module lesson, the students are expected to: 1. select the area and depth of tank conforming to available site and determine the species of fish to be cultured based on specifications. 2. determine the number and size of compartments based on the area of the land. 3. determine the materials to be used based on the capitalization. 4. emphasize the marks for life support on tank design. 5. stipulate other life supports in the layout and plan.



Pre-Diagnostic Assessment The pre-diagnostic assessment must be given after the brief introduction of the lesson and before the discussion of the talking points. Multiple Choice Directions: Read and answer the following items carefully. Encircle the letter of the best answer Answer Key 1. c 2. d 3. d 4. d 5. b 6. b 7. d
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Third Quarter 8. 9. 10.



d a c



MOTIVATION The teacher will post the words LAYOUT, DESIGN and DRAWING written on a ¼ sheet colored cartolina on the board. Begin by asking the students what they know about the words being posted. Teacher’s Talking Points: What to KNOW Topic: Different Shapes and Sizes of the Hatchery Tanks Guide Questions 1. What is layout? 2. What are the different sizes and shapes of the hatchery tank? 3. Have you ever seen hatcheries? What are the shapes of hatchery tanks you saw? How big or small are they? Topic: Scaling / Marginal Information of the Map Guide Questions 1. What is scaling? 2. Why scaling is important in layouting? 3. How would you determine the scale of a particular area? 4. What are the marginal information of the map? 5. How are the marginal information being written on a map? Topic: Hatchery Tank design Guide Questions 1. What are the different shapes of fish/hatchery tanks? 2. Why do you need to consider the design of a hatchery tank?
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Third Quarter Enrichment Activity Directions: Visit a nearest hatchery facility in your area. Layout the design of the facility using a particular scale. Stipulate the necessary marginal information in your layout. Topic: Tanks for Culturing Fish Guide Question 1. What are the classifications of fish tanks? 2. What is the depth of a grow-out tank with 4 – 10 meter in diameter? 3. Why should the drain hole/outlet hole of a hatchery tank be situated at the rear end and be slightly sloped towards the drain of the tank for at least 5 degrees to 15 – 15 °C? 4. What about those in case of circular and hexagonal tanks? 5. Describe the two main components of the hatchery production system?



What to PROCESS Ask the students to perform the following formative assessment/activities. (pp. __) A. Direction: Determine the equivalent unit in centimeter (cm) of the given measurements below using a particular scale.



1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



Actual Length 25 m 25 m 25 m 25 m 25 m



Scale 1:100 1:200 1:500 1:1000 1: 1,500



Equivalent Unit (cm) ________ ________ ________ ________
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Third Quarter ________



5.



Solution: 1. (25m/100) 100 = 25 cm 2. (25m/200) 100 = 12.5 cm 3. (25m/500) 100 = 5 cm 4. (25m/1000) 100 = 2.5 cm (25 m/1,500) 100 = 1.67 cm



Skills A. Directions: Using a ruler and a pencil. You may ask the students to illustrate the figures below. 1. 2. 100 m 40 m



50 m



Scale 1: 100 Scale 1: 50



3.
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Third Quarter



What to REFLECT and UNDERSTAND Answer the following questions briefly. (pp.____) What to TRANSFER Directions: Ask the students to perform the activity on pp._____ Activity Prepare the following materials: - tracing paper - pencil - ruler - eraser Follow the specific instructions; 1. Using a tracing paper, ruler, pencil, and your own scale, illustrate the floor plan of your hatchery facility. 2. Your hatchery facility must have the following tanks: Larval rearing tank Pumping station Rotifer tank Storage room Microalgal tank Open work area Sand filter tank Water reservoir tank Other facilities
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Third Quarter



Be guided with the rubrics below in assessing the outputs of your students. Source: http://rubistar.4teachers.org/ Category A B C D Labels At least 95% 80-94% of the 70-79% of the Less than and of the hatchery hatchery 70% of the Accuracy hatchery compartments compartments hatchery compartments and and compartments and signs/symbols signs/symbols and signs/symbols in the layout in the layout signs/symbols in the layout were properly design were in the layout design were labeled and properly were properly properly stipulated labeled and labeled and labeled and stipulated stipulated stipulated Neatness All straight All straight Most straight Many lines, and lines lines are ruler lines are ruler lines are ruler corrections of drawn, all drawn, most drawn, most errors, and/or errors have errors have errors have features are been neatly been neatly been neatly not neatly corrected. corrected. corrected. done. Scale All features Most features Many features Scaling is not on the layout on the layout on the layout evident and plan are plan are plan are not no scale is drawn to drawn to drawn to indicated on scale and the scale and the scale even the drawing. scale used is scale used is though the
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Third Quarter



Use of Space



clearly indicated on the drawing.



clearly indicated on the drawing.



scale is clearly indicated on the drawing.



The use of space has been planned effectively. The design is perfectly balance from left-right and from top – bottom.



The use of space has been planned some what effective. The design is either balance from left-right and from topbottom.



The use of space has little planning. The design is a bit off balance.



No planning is evident in the use of space. The design is too big or to small.



Generalization In drawing the layout plan for hatchery tanks , there are factors to
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Third Quarter consider: the size, the shape, and the depth and these should vary according to the species to be cultured and the kind and types of hatchery tank to be constructed. Since the hatchery is a place for production of fish it must have all the necessary life-support facilities and should be designed for safety and easy operation. Also it should always anticipate an area for future expansions to surely supports the increasing demand of population and the community as a whole. Remediation Activity Directions: Cite at least two to five reasons or advantages why proper layout and life-support facilities are important in constructing hatchery tanks. Write your answer in your answer sheet. Post Assessment Directions: Multiple Choice. Read and answer the questions carefully. Encircle the letter of the best answer. ANSWER KEY 1. c 2. d 3. d 4. d 5. b 6. b 7. d 8. d 9. a 10. c Grade Level Standard: This is a specialization course which leads to Aquaculture NC II (Training Regulation-based). It covers the Grade 10 Technology and Livelihood Education (TLE) that students need to posses namely: (1) Develop Personal Entrepreneurial Competencies (PEC’s) across market and environment, (2) prepare the layout plan of aquaculture facilities such as fishpond, fish tank,
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Third Quarter fish cage, and fish pen, (3) evaluate suitable site for aquaculture facilities, and (4) construct aquaculture facilities. MODULE 5. HATCHERY TANKS Lesson 2. Evaluate Site for Fish Tank CONTENT STANDARD LEARNING COMPETENCES The learner demonstrates and 1. Analyze water samples using water parameter understand the skills in evaluating kit; and site for fish tank. 2. Determine water quality by flow rate. PERFORMANCE STANDARD The learner independently evaluate suitable site for fish tank. Introduction This lesson will provide you knowledge and skills in evaluating suitable site for fish tanks, assessing water quality parameters, and additional information with regard to fish tanks. It includes the important factors to consider in the selection of the site so as to ensure that its location conforme with criteria and qualifications of a good site. Learning Objectives At the end of the module lesson, the students are expected to: 1. analyze water samples using water parameter kit 2. determine water quantity by flow rate Pre – Diagnostic Assessment This pre-diagnostic assessment (page __) must be given after the brief introduction of the lesson and before the discussion of the talking points. ANSWER KEY I. Multiple Choice 1. b



II. Modified True or False 1. c
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Third Quarter 2. 3. 4. 5.



d d d b



2. 3. 4. 5.



c d c d



Motivation Video showing of the possible area or site that could be an area for a hatchery tank site including different land sizes and shapes, and its topography. Teacher’s Talking Points What to KNOW Topic: Site Selection (pp.____) Guide Questions: 1. What is the importance of choosing a good site or location for hatchery? 2. What are the factors to consider in selecting suitable site for a hatchery/hatchery tank? 3. How is water quality determined in a particular selection of site? 4. What are the other requirements for a hatchery site/points necessary for a good site? 5. Why are technical and managerial skills of a person needed with regards to the selection of a good site?



Topic: Water Analysis (pp.____) Guide Question: 1. What is water analysis? 2. Why is water analysis important? 3. What is water temperature? 4. How does water temperature affect Dissolved Oxygen (DO)? 5. What is the use of a pH meter? 6. How will you determine if the water is acidic? basic or alkaline?
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Third Quarter 7. How does pH concentration change? What are the principles to remember about pH? 8. Why is the quality of water important? 9. Aside from water quality, what other requirements for hatchery site are needed? 10. Why is it important to have a comfortable requirements/site for fishes? What to PROCESS Answer the flow chart for your activity on pp.____. Directions: Illustrate the factors in selecting a suitable site for hatchery facility. Give the details for each factor? Write your answer on your test notebook. Skills/Enrichment Activity Ticktactoe Group the students into three groups. Discuss the different factors to be considered in selecting the site for a hatchery. Write your answer in a whole sheet of paper. This is a graded activity. What factors should be considered in selecting a site for a hatchery Topic: SITE SELECTION Group 1 _____________________ _____________________ _____________________ _____________________ _____________________ _____________________ _____________________ _____________________ _____________________ _____________________



Group 2 ____________________ ____________________ ____________________ ____________________ ____________________



Group 3
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Third Quarter What to REFLECT and UNDERSTAND Directions: Do the activity on pp.____. What to TRANSFER Now that you have learned how to assess a site for hatchery facility construction, try to do the activity on pp.______ Generalization In selecting a suitable site for hatchery tanks, availability of quality water is very important because this is a crucial factor which may greatly influence the growth of fish. Preferably the site should be far from cities and industrial centers or other activities which may pollute the water. Remediation The teacher will show to the students the pH meter and thermometer instruments used to determine the quality and temperature of water suited to fish larvae or fry/fingerlings. Reflection Ask the students how to maintain the acidity or alkalinity of the water Demonstrate to the students how to use the water pH and thermometer instruments. Let the students do the water analysis. Guide them accordingly in determining the water pH and temperature. Post – Assessment Ask the students to answer the post assessment on p._____ ANSWER KEY I. Multiple Choice 1. b 2. d 3. d 4. d 5. b



II. Modified True or False 1. c 2. c 3. d 4. c 5. d
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MODULE 5. HATCHERY TANKS Lesson 3. Construct Fish Tank CONTENT STANDARDS LEARNING COMPETENCIES The learner demonstrates and 1. Prepare all the construction materials. understand the skills in constructing 2. Implement the layout of facilities based on the hatchery tanks. specifications. ________________________________ 3. Install the life support system and equipment PERFORMANCE STANDARD appropriately. The learner independently construct hatchery tanks based on layout and specification. Introduction In constructing a fish hatchery only those technical solutions that offer the best guarantees in terms of reliability, ease of use, production capacity, hygienic working conditions and cost effectiveness have to be used. Pre –Diagnostic Assessment This pre-diagnostic assessment (page __) must be given after the brief introduction of the lesson and before the discussion of the talking points. Directions: Multiple Choice. Read and understand each question below. Encircle the letter of the best answer. Write the letter of your choice in your test notebook. ANSWER KEY 1. a 6. a 2. d 7. d 3. b 8. d
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Third Quarter 4. c 5. a



9. c 10. d



Motivation Instruct the students to form group with 5 members. Ask them to enumerate the different materials to be used in constructing a strong concrete tank. Share your answer to other groups. Teacher’s Talking Points What to KNOW Topic: Construction Resources for Concrete Tank pp.____ Guide Questions: 1. What are the resources and materials for the construction of fish tanks? 2. How many feet are there in one meter? 3. Give the formula to compute each of the following: a. Computing the Needed Materials for Constructing Concrete Tanks b. Converting Meter into Feet c. Finding the Aggregate Area d. Compute the Total Area e. Compute for the number of Concrete Hollow block (CHB’s) f. Compute for the amount of cement, sand, and gravel for flooring using class A /94-lbs cement g. Compute for the Amount of cement needed for laying CHB h. Compute for the amount of cement and sand for mortar, How to Compute for perimeter? i. Compute for the amount of cement and sand for CHB plaster finish j. Compute for the amount of cement for plain cement floor finish k. Compute for the number of needed steel bars 4. What is a Bill of Materials? 5. What is a Program of Work? 6. Is there a difference in the construction of the water inlet and outlet of a
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Third Quarter concrete tank? 7. What is life support system? How is the life support system installed to the hatchery tank? 8. What is a broodstock unit? How important is it? 9. How do you calculate the size of the stocking facilities? 10. What are the indoor and outdoor facilities of a concrete tank? What to PROCESS Activity If you are to construct a hatchery tank with a dimension of 5 meters long, 1.5 meters wide, and 1 meter high. How many hollow blocks are needed to finish the job? ( Please be guided with the steps in computing for the different phases of a concrete tank. How do you compute for the number of hallow blocks to be used. Refer to pp_______ What to REFLECT and UNDERSTAND Do the activity on p._____ Directions: Divide the class into smaller group of 3 – 4 members. Present a video clip ( from internet or recorded ) about hatchery facility construction. Note the important points of the presentation for class discussion. What to TRANSFER Directions. Given the following information below, estimate the needed materials in constructing a fish tank. A. Tank Dimension Length = 4.0 meters Width = 1.5 meters B. Concrete Hallow Blocks (CHB) to be used C. Thickness of Flooring is 5 inches D. Cement to be used Class B/88 lbs



Height = 1 meter 4” x 8” x 16”
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Third Quarter ANSWER KEY STEP 1. Convert meter to feet m-ft. 1m x 3.28 ft. = 3.28 ft. 1m STEP 2. Find the Aggregate Area Area (Length) = 4.0m (3.28 ft./m) x 1.0 m (3.28 ft/m) = 13.12 ft x 3.28 ft. = 43.03 ft2 x 2 Area (Length) = 86.06 ft2 Area (Width)



= 1.5m (3.28 ft/m) x 1.0m (3.28 ft/m) = 4.92 ft x 3.28 ft. = 16.14 ft2 x 2 Area (Width) = 32.28 ft2 Total Aggregate Area = 86.06 ft2 + 32.28ft2 = 118.34 ft2 or 119 ft2 STEP 3. Compute for the Number of Concrete Hollow Blocks (CHB) Area of 1 CHB (4” x 8” x 16”) Convert inch to feet 1 m = 1 ft. = 0.66 ft. inch – ft. n 12in 1in x 1ft. = 1 = 0.08ft. 12in 12 16 in = 1 ft = 1.33 ft.



N



12in AREA ( CBH) = 0.66 ft. x 1.33 ft. = 0.878 ft.2 No. of CHB = 199 ft.2 x 1pc 0.878 ft.2
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Third Quarter = 135.53 pcs. or 136 pcs. STEP 4. Compute for the amount of cement, sand and gravel for flooring • Convert 5 inches to meter 5 in = 2.54 cm = 1m = 0.13 m ? 1 in 100cm V = 0.13m x 4.0m x 1.5m V = 0.78 m3 Cement = 0.78 m3 x 6.80 = 5.30 bags Sand = 0.78 m3 x 0.46 = 5.30 m3 Gravel = 0.78m3 x 0.88 = 0.69 m3 STEP 5. Compute for the amount of cement needed for laying CHB (refer to Table 2) Option 1 Option 2 1 bag of cement = 1 ft.3 1 bag of cement = 1ft.3 Say 1 bag = 55pcs. Say 1 bag = 60 pcs. 136 pcs. x 1bag 136 pcs. x 1 bag 55 pcs. 60 pcs. Cement = 2.47 or 3 bags Cement = 2.26 or 3 bags



STEP 6. Compute for the amount of cement and sand for mortar P = 2 (4m + 1.5 m) = 2 (5.5 m) P = 11m A = 11m x 1m A = 11m2 Cement = 11m2 x 0.36 bag m2 = 3.96 bags
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Third Quarter Sand



= 11m2 x 0.019m2 m2 = 0.21 m3



STEP 7. Compute for the amount of cement and sand for CHB plaster finish (refer to Table 4) Cement = 11m2 x 0.25 bag m2 = 2.75 bags x 2 = 5.5 bags Sand = 11m2 x 0.0213m3 m2 = 0.47 m3



STEP 8. Compute for the amount of cement for plain cement floor finish (Refer to Table 5) Floor Area = 6 m2 Cement = 6 m2 x 0.33 bag m2 = 1.98 bags Sand = 6m2 x 0.00018m3 m2 = 0.00108 m3 STEP 9. Compute for the number of steel bars (refer to Table 6) Horizontal bars (every 2 layers) Area = 11m2 No. of bars = 11m2 x 2.7 m
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Third Quarter m2 = 29.7m x 1 bar 6.096m = 4.87 bars Vertical Bars (0.4 spacing) Area = 11m2 No. of bars = 11m2 x 3m m2 = 33m x 1 bar 6.096m = 5.41 bars



Flooring Area = 6m2 No. of bars = 6m2 x 3m m2 = 18m x 1 bar 6.096m = 2.95 bars Total number of bars = 4.87 + 5.41 + 2.95 = 13.23 or 14 bars Generalization In constructing hatchery tanks, it is important to know the layout, the suitability of the site, and the different facilities and life support system of the fish tank. To compute for the resources and materials needed there are formulas to be followed to estimate the expenses incurred for the project. It is stated in the bill of materials. . Remediation
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Third Quarter Activity Directions: Construct a concrete tank having a dimension of 5x1.5x1 ( 5m length, 1.5m width and, 1m height ). Canvass the prevailing prices of the given materials and resources to estimate the expenses for the construction.



Materials 1.Gravel 2.Sand 3.CHB 4”x8”x16” 4.Portland Cement 5.Steel Bar (10mm) 6.Sahara Cement 7.PVC ¾” 8.PVC Elbows ¾” 9.PVC 4”



Bill of Materials and Cost Estimates Quantity Unit Cost Total Cost (Php) (Php) 1 Elf Load ______________ ______________ 1 Elf Load ______________ ______________ 160 pcs ______________ ______________ 23 bags ______________ ______________ 16 pcs. ______________ ______________ 9 bags ______________ ______________ 5 pcs. ______________ ______________ 6 pcs. ______________ ______________ 1 pc. ______________ ______________ 1 small can ______________ ______________ 1 pc. 1 kg. 10 m



______________ _______________ _______________



______________ _______________ _______________
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Third Quarter 10.PVC Solvent Cement 11.Faucet 12.G.I. Wire #16 13.Hose 5mm Labor Cost………..



P ________________



Reflection. Make an estimate of the total cost by preparing the bill of materials and its cost estimate before buying the materials. Depending on the financial capability of the owner, he may increase or decrease the size of the concrete tank.



Post-Assessment Ask the students to answer the assessment on pp.____ Directions. Multiple Choice: Read and understand each question below. Encircle the letter of the best answer. Write your answer on your test booklet. Answer Key 1. a 6. a 2. d 7. d 3. b 8. d 4. c 9. c
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a



10. d
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